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BMW Shows New i3
and i8 Spyder Concepts
in New York 
 
NEW YORK CITY - BMW debuted
the second generation concept
model of its i3 and its new i8
Spyder concept at its week-long
"Born Electric" World Tour, which
kicked off in Manhattan. The
automaker invited actress Uma
Thurman to the event, and she
helped present the new concept
vehicles.   Read on . . .  

Verdek is a distributor of electric vehicle charging
equipment that provides installation and local sales
support and consulting for a variety of charging
equipment and options. If you need a responsive and
reliable expert to assist with your EV charging needs or
research, Verdek is your best choice.

Verdek selected as one of the
Finalist for the 2012 NMHC
Operations and
Technology Conference &
Exposition (OPTECH) Technology
Innovation Award
 
PHOENIX (November, 2012) - Rudy Garcia, National
Marketing Director of Verdek LLC, provided a presentation the
Electric Vehicle Industry and the features of the Electric
Vehicle Charging Station technologies that Verdek represents
and highlighted the many opportunities for the growing multi-
housing industry to an expert panel of four industry experts and
the entire OpTech conference audience, Dallas, TX.



 
Chevy reveals specs
and price for 2014

Spark EV
  

"Chevrolet's 2014 Spark EV will
have its official coming out party at
the upcoming Los Angeles Auto
Show, but GM has released a few
details ahead of the ball. It plans to
price the electric hatchback under
$32,500 (before incentives),
slightly undercutting the $35,200
Nissan LEAF, and to sell it in several
global markets (not just
California)".  Read on . . .

 
 

Chrysler Reveals Sneak
Peek of All-New Fiat
500e Electric Vehicle 

 
AUBURN HILLS, MI - Chrysler
released two images of its Fiat 500e
all-electric vehicle, which it plans to
debut at the 2012 LA Auto
Show.  Read on . . .
 
 

GM Plans to Have
500,000 Electrified
Vehicles On the Road
by 2017 
 
"What started out as a technology

 

VERDEK INSTALLS CHARGEPOINT
ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATION

AT OKLAHOMA CITY CIVIC CENTER
MUSIC HALL 

 
PHOENIX (December, 2012) - Verdek LLC installed a
ChargePoint electric vehicle charging station near the

Civic Center Music Hall in downtown Oklahoma City, OK.
 

Officials of Oklahoma City unveiled a ChargePoint
electric charging station near the Civic Center Music Hall

downtown. The charging station is one of the new
CT2025 model stations manufactured by ChargePoint. 

The station represents the latest in electric vehicle
charging station products promoted by Verdek LLC, one

of ChargePoint largest distributors in the U.S.. "This
particular model really stands out because of its tall

profile, which makes it very visible in all parking areas." 
stated Guy Mannino, President/CEO of Verdek LLC. 

"This station model features a unique cord management
system which is self retracting and a light on top of the
station making it more visible at night. The station is
capable of charging two electric vehicles at the same

time also makes it more cost effective."   



proof point... has turned into a
real-world starting point to push EV
technology further and faster than
we thought possible five years
ago," she said. 
"The unique propulsion technology
pioneered in the Volt - the same
technology that will be featured in
the Cadillac ELR - will be a core
piece of our electrification strategy
going forward." 
"When we introduced the Chevy
Volt in late 2010, we put a stake in
the ground that said GM is in the
electrification game in a very big
way," she said. "Incidentally, Volt
enjoyed its best sales month ever in
October, selling nearly 3,000 units
in the U.S. alone. 
 
 
Read on . . .

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.verdek.com 

 

GE to Buy 2,000 Ford C-MAX Energi
Plug-in Hybrids for Fleet
 
The EPA has awarded Ford's new C-MAX Energi a fuel
efficiency rating of 108 MPGe city and 100 MPGe
combined city and highway. 
When it goes on sale in early 2013, the new PHEV will
join the C-MAX Hybrid as part of Ford's first hybrid-only
line of cars.
Read on . . .
 

Visit our web site www.verdek.com to download
brochures, data sheets and view videos. 

 Join us on facebook at Verdek EVSE Solutions
 for daily industry updates.
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